
Brain Starter

Listen to the talk. Connect the picture to the right box.
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Biggest city 

in America

White House

Eric
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New York City Washington, DCJenny

Capital city

of America

Museums
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Which country do you live in? What

is its main city?

Every country has a capital city. In

Korea, it is Seoul. In France, it’s Paris.

A capital city is not always the

biggest city in a country. In America,

New York City is the biggest city. But

the capital city is Washington, DC. It is

the most important city in America.

Imagine a country with a great

capital city. Visitors will have good

memories of the city. Then they will

like the country. So every country

wants to have a great capital city.

Rome is the capital of Italy. People

go there every year to see popular

places. Rome has many buildings from

long ago. 

In Paris, every visitor sees famous

museums. Each visitor sees beautiful

palaces in Seoul. In Washington, DC,

every visitor sees the White House.

Every capital city has special places.

Washington, DC, America

Every Capital City Is Special
By Eric Richie
The LinguaForum Press
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Circle every , and triangle each in the reading.



4 This is a tourist guide for Paris. Fill in the blank with the word from the box.

1 Fill in the blank with the right word.

(1) (2)
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France America Korea Paris
Washington,

DC
Seoul

visitor memory capital famous

Welcome to Paris!

Paris is the (1) city of France. We have  

(2) museums. Think of a museum with great

paintings! Every (3) will enjoy it.

You will have a great (4) of Paris, too!

5 Circle the right one.

(1) Every (country / countries) has a capital city.

(2) Each capital (city / cities) has special places.

2 What is the “capital city?”

� The capital city is city in the country.

3 Answer the questions.

(1) What is the biggest city in America? �

(2) What is the capital city of America? �
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Each (1) countries has a capital city. It is the most important city in the country.

Imagine a country with a good capital city. Every (2) visitors likes that country. 

So each capital (3) want to be beautiful. Every capital is special.

(1) (2) (3) 

1 Look at the picture, and fill in the blank using the given word.

(1)

Each capital city (have)

a tour bus.

Every museum (have)

great paintings.

(2)

2 Correct the bold words.

Write the missing letters, and make the word for the sentence.

a

iv s

m

i

r

o r

o

n

u n t r y

� Seoul is the capital of Korea.

m e m o

every/each + noun (singular): Every means “all.” Each means “one.” They come before a singular noun.

� Every capital city is important. � Each visitor goes to famous museums.


